We describe N-body scattering in the case of identical particles (bosons and fermions).
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Introduction
Two basic formalisms are used in quantum mechanics to describe many-body systems. The rst assumes that particles are distinguishable and the full Hilbert space is the tensor product of one-particle spaces. The second, which is physically more correct and is one of the basic ingredients of quantum eld theory, assumes that particles are divided into species and within each species they are identical. The space of N-particle states is the symmetric (for bosons) or antisymmetric (for fermions) Nth power of the one-particle space.
One of the areas of non-relativistic quantum mechanics where there exists a very satisfactory mathematical understanding of physical phenomena is N-body scattering theory. Using the formalism of distinguishable particles it has been shown that wave operators exist and are complete for an arbitrary number of particles and a very large class of potentials E], SigSof], Gr] , Yaf], De], DeGe]. This article describes the construction of wave operators and their asymptotic completeness in the case of identical particles.
We will be interested in the following class of Hamiltonians:
R a e (x e ) 1 2me D 2 e a e (x e )dx e + P e;e 0 2E R R v ee 0(x e ? x e 0)a e (x e )a e 0(x e 0)a e 0(x e 0)a e (x e )dx e dx e 0:
(0.1) Here the index e 2 E parametrizes various species of \elementary particles", x e denotes the position of the eth particle, D e its momentum, m e its mass, a e (x e ), a e (x e ) are its creation and annihilation operators. The operators a e (x e ), a e (x e ) satisfy the canonical commutation/anticommutation relations depending on whether the eth particle is bosonic or fermionic. The operator H acts on the physical Fock space which is the tensor product of (bosonic or fermionic) Fock spaces describing all the species of particles.
We will also introduce the asymptotic free Hamiltonian K as = P n2E as R a n (x n ) 1 2mn D 2 n + n a n (x n )dx n :
Here the index n = (n e ) e2E parametrizes all possible composite particles|clusters formed of n e particles of the sth species, m n := P e2E n e m e is the mass of the cluster, x n is its center of mass position, D n is its momentum and n describes its internal energies (which are the appropriate eigenvalues of H red { the full Hamiltonian with a removed center of mass motion). The operator K as acts on the asymptotic Fock space ?(H as ) space, which is the tensor product of Fock spaces describing various possible composite particles. Note that the Hamiltonian K as has a much simpler structure than H { it is a second quantized onebody Hamiltonian. On the other hand, in general, ?(H as ) is a much bigger Hilbert space than ?(H) { composite particles are usually much more numerous than the elementary particles.
Moreover, we will need to construct a certain natural identi cation operator J as that maps the asymptotic Fock space into the physical Fock space.
The main result of this paper in the short-range case says that the wave operator + := s? lim The analogous results in the long-range case (which includes the Coulomb potentials) are a little more complicated. One has two basic choices of describing the asymptotics of e ?itH .
The rst possibility is to introduce the so-called interacting asymptotic Hamiltonian, which has the form H as = P n2E as a n (x n ) 1 2mn D 2 n + n a n (x n )dx n + P n;n 0 2E as R R v as nn 0(x n ? x n 0)a n (x n )a n 0(x n 0)a n 0(x n 0)a n (x n )dx n dx n 0:
Then one can show the existence and completeness of the wave operator + := s? lim (0.4) where G as (t) is a certain time-dependent modi er (the N-body version of the Dollard modi er). Scattering in quantum eld theory (including asymptotic completeness) is described in many physics books. It is a conceptual basis for constructing measurable quantities such as scattering cross-sections. It is usually presented in a somewhat heuristic manner, which is partly justi ed by the scarcity of rigorous results on this subject. We think that it is good to know that Hamiltonians of the form (0.1) possess a very satisfactory, complete and nontrivial mathematical scattering theory.
Hamiltonians of the form (0.1) appear quite often in physics texts. They are used to describe systems of interacting nonrelativistic particles. We think that it would be justi ed to call (0.1) \the standard Hamiltonian of non-relativistic matter".
Hamiltonians of the form (0.1) have some special features that distinguish them among other quantum-eld-theoretical Hamiltonians. One of these features is the covariance with respect to Galilean transformations. Another special feature is the fact that they conserve the number of particles of each species.
The proof of the existence and completeness of (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4) consists of two parts. In the rst part, which is much more di cult, one proves the existence and completeness of wave operators for distinguishable particles. This was done in E], SigSof], Gr] , Yaf], De]. Our standard reference for these results is DeGe]. This paper is devoted to the second part of the proof, in which one shows how the results on distinguishable particles imply an analogous result on identical particles. All the functional-analytic difculties are solved in the rst part of the proof. The di culties of the second part reside in the combinatorics and in the notation.
The results of this paper have a rather intuitive physical content. It seems that in some form they belong to the folklore of quantum physics GrHun]. They are related to the Haag-Ruelle theory, which in the case of relativistic quantum eld theory gives a framework for scattering theory (see eg. GJ] and references therein). A related result describing the location of the essential spectrum for identical particles was considered in SigSig] and DHSV]. Similar models where considered in NT] and J a]. Nevertheless, we are not aware of any rigorous description of the results of our paper in the literature.
The formalism of quantum eld theory (Fock spaces, eld operators) is in principle adapted to treat problems with a variable number of particles. One might think that this formalism is not necessary to study particle-conserving Hamiltonians, such as (0.1). Nevertheless, this formalism turns out to be very convenient to formulate results on scattering for identical particles.
Usually one de nes separately a bosonic Fock space and a fermionic Fock space. In order to present our results in a concise way we found it convenient to de ne from the very beginning a mixed Fock space, whose one-particle subspace is the direct sum of bosonic and fermionic one-particle spaces.
We found it also convenient to endow a Fock space with a product, which we denote by 2. (A similar product was considered eg. in Slo] ). This product is associative and is closely related to the usual creation operators.
The Fock space over a one-particle space H, denoted ?(H), is sometimes called the second quantization of H (although, admittedly, this name is not very logical, see We] ). In order to construct the asymptotic Fock space we will have to perform the second quantization twice, obtaining \the Fock space over a Fock space over H", denoted ? tq (H) := ?(?(H)) { \the third quantization of H". (The name \third quantization" is probably even less appropriate than \second quantization", but we did not nd a better one). We will also need a certain natural map J tq from ? tq (H) to ?(H). In its de nition it is convenient to use the product 2. The map J tq is used to de ne the identi cation operator J as that appears in (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4).
If one wants to describe results on N-body systems, one is tempted to introduce lengthy and cumbersome notation involving long sequences with lots of indices. We did our best to avoid it. In fact, we made an e ort to describe our results in a possibly simple and short way. This desire forced us to reconsider some basic notions related to quantum eld theory. In our paper we give an essentially self-contained introduction to basic de nitions of quantum eld theory that we are using. Although most of this material is well known (see eg. RS, vol II], GJ], BSZ]), we introduce some objects that, it seems, are not commonly known and might be useful outside of our work. This is especially the case of the above-mentioned product 2 and the map J tq .
Let us describe how our paper is organized.
In Section 1 we x some notation concerning tensor products of Hilbert spaces and Cartesian products of sets.
In Section 2 we describe theorems on the existence and the completeness of wave operators for distinguishable particles. For a proof of these theorems we refer the reader to DeGe] and references therein. This section does not present new results as compared with eg. DeGe]. Nevertheless, the formulation of the results is di erent. In De] and DeGe] the language of generalized N-body Schr odinger operators is used, which stresses the geometric aspects of the problem. In Section 2 we use a more physical (although more narrow) formalism of (distinguishable) particles.
Various general constructions related to second quantization are described in Sections 3 and 4.
In Section 5 we describe and prove the main result of the paper, that is the existence and completeness of wave operators for identical particles.
consisting of nite linear combinations and the usual direct sum of Hilbert spaces
which is the closure of (1.5).
Homomorphisms of commutative C -and W -algebras
In quantum mechanics we often need to use certain families of commuting observables. Usually, this is described using a certain number of commuting self-adjoint operators. It is however more exible and appropriate to use to this end the language of commutative C -and W -algebras. In this section we recall some basic facts about this subject and describe the notation that we will use.
If X is a locally compact space, then C 1 (X ) denotes the commutative C -algebra of functions on X vanishing at 1. Likewise, B 1 (X ) denotes the W -algebra of bounded Baire functions on X (see Vol. I of RS]).
Let H be a Hilbert space. Let C 1 (X ) 3 f ! (f) 2 B(H):
(1.6) be a -homomorphism. Clearly, (1.6) has a unique extension to a normal -homomorphism on B 1 (X ), which we will denote by the same symbol
One says that is nondegenerate if (1) equals the identity in B(H).
If X = R p , then the homomorphism uniquely determines a vector of commuting self-adjoint operators A = (A 1 ; : : : ; A p ) such that
is nondegenerate i A is densely de ned. Note that we will sometimes use the notation of the rhs of (1.7), that is f(A), even if X is not R p for any p 2 N, and we cannot use the interpretation in terms of a vector of commuting self-adjoint operators.
Suppose that X i , i = 1; 2, are locally compact spaces and we are given -homomorphisms with commuting images, which are denoted by two notations C 1 (X i ) 3 f 7 ! i (f) = f(A i ) 2 B(H); i = 1; 2: Then we have a natural -homomorphism from C 1 (X 1 X 2 ), which can be denoted in two fashions:
Suppose that E is a set and we are given a family of Hilbert spaces fH e g e2E . Let H = e2E H e :
Equip E with the discrete topology. Then we have a natural -homomorphism C 1 (E) >From now on we assume that a total order in J , denoted <, has been xed. This xes a total order in every c 2 C, which will be denoted by the same symbol <. The corresponding map (1.8) will be denoted c .
Cartesian and tensor products associated with a cluster
Suppose that with every j 2 J we associate a certain set X j and a certain Hilbert space H j .
We de ne In every a 2 A we x a total order, denoted <. Let p 2 N, c 2 C p and a 2 A c .
The orders in c and in a determine a certain new total order < a in c, which is de ned as follows:
(1) if j; j 0 2 b; b 2 a, then j < a j 0 i j < j 0 ; (2) The corresponding bijection (1.8) will be denoted a .
De ne a 2 S p a := ?1 a c :
1.7 Cartesian and tensor products associated with a clustering
We have
We will often use the shorthand notation Suppose that the set J labels all the particles. If j 2 J , then m j 2 R + denotes the mass of the jth particle, X j ' R p denotes its con guration space, x j 2 X j its position,
i r x j is its momentum, h j is the nite dimensional Hilbert space of its internal degrees of freedom. In the case of Coulomb systems z j is its charge. In X j we have two Euclidean structures, the basic metric x 2 j , and the \kinetic metric" m j x 2 j . We set
Clusters of elementary particles
Recall that in Subsection 1.4 for any c 2 C we de ned the Euclidean space X c and the Hilbert space H c . X c is equipped with the kinetic metric Clearly, with respect to the decomposition (2.13) we can write: 2.6 Existence of the asymptotic velocity
The asymptotic velocity is a natural asymptotic observable that exists under very weak assumptions on the decay of potentials. It has a natural physical meaning, and it is useful in the proof of the asymptotic completeness of wave operators (for a much more restrictive class of potentials). The remaining part of this chapter is devoted to wave operators in the long range case.
>From now on will assume that for any j; j 0 2 J
where v l jj 0(x) 2 R and v s jj 0(x) 2 B(h j h j 0) (the long-range part of the potential is scalar in the internal variables). In the case of v l jj 0(x) we will consider two types of assumptions. Either we will assume that it is a Coulomb potential v l jj 0(x) := z j z j 0 jxj ; or we will give more general decay conditions. The following theorem gives a description of the scattering in the asymptotically free region. Note that the decay assumptions on the potentials are quite weak. Then we simply obtain the usual free region wave operator:
where + c free is the wave operator for the free channel de ned in Theorem 2.2.
Long-range case { asymptotic interacting Hamiltonian
The asymptotics of e ?itH on the whole physical space can be described in two basic ways. In this subsection we compare it with the evolution generated by a certain interacting asymptotic Hamiltonian H as on the subspace of its asymptotically free states. In the next subsection we will compare it with an evolution generated by the free asymtotic Hamiltonian K as with a time-dependent modi er. In this subsection we present the second, more conventional approach to the long-range N-body scattering.
Let us de ne Dollard-type modi ers. For disjoint b; b 0 2 C we set: 3.2 \Third quantization" of a set ?(?(E)) will be denoted for shortnesss ? tq (E) , where tq stands for \third quantizaton".
It is the family of sequences k = (k m ) m2? (E) with values in N with all but a nite number of elements vanishing.
If n 2 ?(E), then we set ? tq n (E) := ? (E) ? tq n (E):
We de ne the map j tq : ? tq (E) ! ?(E) by setting j tq (k) := n if k 2 ? n (E).
Permutations that preserve species
Suppose that the set E is equipped with a total order <. Let p 2 N and n 2 ? p (E). We de ne n : f1; : : : ; pg ! E by the following conditions:
(1) ?1 n feg = n e ; e 2 E; (2) 1 q < q 0 p ) n q n q 0 : Let 2 S p . We say that 2 S n if ?1 n feg = ?1 n feg; e 2 E:
Clearly, S n is a subgroup of S p . Note that S n ' e2E S ne ; jS n j = e2E n e ! =: n!: (3.25) Treating n as a \labelling" of numbers in f1; : : : ; pg with \species" we can say that S n is the subgroup of permutations that preserve species.
Assume that fX e g; e 2 E, is a family of sets and fH e g; e 2 E, is a family of Hilbert spaces. Then for p 2 N and n 2 ? p (E), we de ne X n := e2E X ne e = p q=1 X nq ; H n := e2E H ne e = p q=1 H nq :
3.4 Clusters with composition n 2 ? (E) Now suppose that J is a set and we x a map J ! E. In other words, we choose a partition of J labelled by elements of E:
(3.26)
Recall from Subsection 1.4 that C denotes the family of clusters. Let n 2 ?(E). Then we set C n := fc 2 C : jc \ J e j = n e ; e 2 Eg:
(C n is the family of clusters with composition n). Clearly, C = G n2? (E) C n :
We x a total order < in J . We can assume that, for e; e 0 2 E, j 2 J e ; j 0 2 J e 0; e < e 0 ) j < j 0 :
Recall from Subsection 1.4, that we have the map c : f1; : : : ; pg ! c: Note that if c 2 C n , then c q 2 J e , n q = e: Suppose now that fX j g; j 2 J , is a family of sets and fH j g; j 2 J , is a family of Hilbert spaces. Recall that for any c 2 C we de ned in Subsection 1.5 the set X c and the Hilbert space H c .
Assume now that we have X j = X e ; H j = H e ; j 2 J e ; (3.27) Let n 2 ?(E) and c 2 C n . Then X c = X n ; H c = H n :
3.5 Permutations that preserve species and a clustering Let p 2 N, and letÃ p denote the family of clusterings (partitions into disjoins subsets) of f1; : : : ; pg. The group S p acts onÃ p . We denote by 2Ã p the action of 2 S p on 2Ã p . First note that given an order < in E, we can endow ? (E) and ? (E) N with certain natural total orders.
In fact, for n; n 0 2 ?(E), we will write n < n 0 if for all e 2 E n e 0 = n 0 e 0; e 0 < e ) n e n 0 e : For (m; i); (m 0 ; i 0 ) 2 ?(E) N, we will write (m; i) < (m 0 ; i 0 ) if m < m 0 or (m = m 0 and i < i 0 ) :
Let p 2 N, n 2 ? p (E), k 2 ? tq n (E). Next we would like to de ne a certain natural clustering k 2Ã p and a labelling k : f1; : : : ; pg ! E. (3.28) S k has the interpretation of the subgroup of permutations that do not change species given by the labelling k and do not change the clustering k . Note that in general S k is not a subgroup of S n , because the labellings n and k are in general di erent.
Assume again that fX e g; e 2 E, is a family of sets and fH e g; e 2 E, is a family of Hilbert spaces. We set X k := m2? (E) (E) A k :
Recall that E and ? (E) are endowed with total orders. We assume that every a 2 A is endowed with a total order < satisfying b; b 0 2 a; n; n 0 2 ?(E); b 2 C n ; b 0 2 C n 0 n < n 0 ) b < b 0 :
Recall that in Subsection 1.6 we de ned a map a : f1; : : : ; pg ! c: Note that if a 2 A k , then a q 2 J e , k q = e: Suppose now that fX j g; j 2 J , is a family of sets and fH j g; j 2 J , is a family of Hilbert spaces. Recall that for any a 2 A we de ned in Subsection 1.7 the set X a and the Hilbert space H a .
If we assume (3.27) and a 2 A k , then we have X a = X k ; H a = H k :
Identi cation operators
Let p 2 N. In this subsection we concentrate our attention on the \cluster" f1; : : : ; pg and its clusterings. We will introduce some notation, which will essentially mimick notation of Subsections 1.6 and 3.6 adapted to the case of f1; 4.9 Fock space over a direct sum II Next we would like to describe an equivalent characterization of the map U, which does not use the 2-product.
Let p 2 N and n 2 ? p (E). We de ne ? n (H) := e2E ? ne (H e ):
We de ne an operator acting on H p :
where n! was de ned in 3.25. Clearly, P n is a projection and P n H n = ? n (H); where H n was de ned in Subsection 3.3. Clearly, e2E ?(H e ) = n2? (E) ? n (H):
For any p 2 N and n 2 ?(E), we have
where we take a single representant in each class in S p =S n . We also have
We will often use the identi cations ?(H) ' n2? (E) ? n (H);
? p (H) ' n2?p (E) ? n (H):
Using these identi cations we can write the following formula for the 2-product. n e ! m2? (E) (m e !) km P n ( ) m2? (E) km i=1 m;i :
For 2 S p we de ne sgn n : H n ! H n by setting sgn n ( ) := sgn ( ) Hn :
Clearly, if we assume that e = 1, e 2 E, then sgn n ( ) = 1.
\Third quantization" of a Fock space II
Next we would like to give an equivalent alternative characterization of the map J tq that does not use the 2-product. andÃ r is the family of clusterings of f1; : : : ; pg having r-element clusters.
\Third quantization" of a direct sum
We return to the notation and assumptions of Subsection 4.9. Let k 2 ? tq (E). We de ne ? tq k (H) := m2? (E) ? km (? m (H)) = m2? (E) ? km e2E ? me (H e ) ;
Clearly,
We have the identi cations:
?(H) ' n2? (E) ? n (H); ? tq (H) ' k2? tq (E) ? tq k (H) Fix n 2 ?(E) and k 2 ? tq n (E) 4.12 Algebras C 1 (?(X )) Let X be a locally compact set. Then so is X p , ? p (X ) and ?(X ). Let H be a Hilbert space. Let C 1 (X ) 3 f ! (f) 2 B(H) Suppose that e 2 E labels the species of particles. For convenience we x a total order in E. Let h e be the Hilbert space describing the internal degrees of freedom of the particles of the eth species. Let m e 2 R + be its mass, e = 1 its statistics and H e := L 2 (X) h e its one-particle Hilbert space. In the case of Coulomb systems, let z e 2 R be its charge.
We asume that h = e2E h e ; and hence, H = e2E H e :
With respect to these decompositions we can write = e2E e : m = e2E m e ; z = e2E z e :
v(x) = e;e 0 2E v ee 0(x) where for every e; e 0 2 E we assume that v ee 0( ?(X) free := f(n x ) x2X 2 ?(X) : n x 2 f0; 1g; x 2 Xg ; (all the particles are at di erent points) and the center-of-mass region in ?(X):
?(X) cm := f(n x ) x2X 2 ?(X) : jfx : n x > 0gj = 1g ; (all the particles are at the same point).
We set X := X E. We have the obvious map X 3 (x; e) 7 ! x 2 X:
It induces the map ?(X ) ! ?(X):
(5.37) We de ne ?(X ) free and ?(X ) cm as the preimages of ?(X) free and ?(X) cm with respect to (5.37). Note that we have the natural identi cations ?(X) cm ' X N; ?(X ) cm ' X ?(E):
The following -homomorphisms have an obvious de nition (see Subsection 1.2) C 1 (E) 
We also have the tensor products of these homomorphisms:
Sometimes we will use their second quantized extensions (see Subsection 4.12): (E) ? n (H);
?(H) red ' n2? (E) ? n (H) red :
Using these identi cations we can decompose the mass, charge and statistics opertors, as well as the Hamiltonians H and H red : d?(m) = n2?(E) m n ; d?(z) = n2? (E) z n ; ?( ) = n2? (E) n ; H = n2? (E) H n ; H red = n2? (E) H red n :
Asymptotic Particles
De ne the asymptotic one-particle space and the reduced asymptotic one-partcle space: We can decompose the asymptotic one-particle operators as follows:
m as = n2E as m n ; z as = n2E as z n ; as = n2E as n :
k as = n2E as k n ; as = n2E as n :
The asymptotic Fock space is ? (H as We have h as h as = n;n 0 2E as h as n h as n 0:
We de ne the asymptotic potential on h as h as v as (x) := n;n 0 2E as v l
In the case of Coulomb potentials we set v l nn 0(x) = z n z n 0 We will show the following statement, which will imply Theorem 5.5:
Theorem 5.10 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5. Let n 2 E as and k 2 ? (E as sgn n ( ) + a :
Next we note that P n n = n . Hence One may also remark that, using the uniqueness of~ , we have P k = 2 ? k (H as ) and = 0 for ; 0 2Ã k . Therefore, we can rewrite (5.50) in a simpler fashion: for any 2Ã k , we have k = s n! k! tq :
